Gowen and Smith ADA Detour

"Path Closed Ahead"

Pathway Closure Area

Project No. 205729/113730
Gowen Pedestrian ADA Detour:
Phase 1B, Routing Plan 2

If you have concerns contact jking22@uw.edu
Smith ADA Detour

Accessible Doors
Pathway Closure Area
Savery Hall
Smith Hall
Gowen Hall
Suzzallo Library
Gowen Hall
Smith Hall
Gr
Quad
Savery Hall
NE Pierce Ln
Spokane Ln NE
Allen Library

Alternate Accessible Path Route
Existing Accessible Path Route

Project No. 205729/113730
Smith Pedestrian ADA Detour:
Phase 2A/2B, Routing Plan 18

If you have concerns
contact jking22@uw.edu
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